Letter Flash Cards with Pictures

Aa

Apple

Bb

Bat
Letter Flash Cards with Pictures

Cc

Dd

Car

Dog
Ee

Ff
Letter Flash Cards with Pictures

Gg

Hh
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Letter Flash Cards with Pictures

Ii

Jj
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Letter Flash Cards with Pictures

Kk

Ll
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Qu qu

Rr
Letter Flash Cards with Pictures

Yy

Zz

Yoyo with a star

Zebra
Digraph Flash Cards with Pictures

th

wh
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Digraph Flash Cards with Pictures

ph

-ck
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ar

or
R-Controlled Vowels Flash Cards with Pictures

er

ir
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ur
am

an
ing
ong
ung ank
ink

onk
unk
ay

ai

Hay bales and a train.
ee

ea
Vowel Teams and Diphthongs Flash Cards with Pictures

oi

oy

- Kettle and thermometer
- Toy mouse with scissors
ow igh
oa

oo

A boat with oars and a broom with a splash.
Vowel Teams and Diphthongs Flash Cards with Pictures

oo

au
aw
Consonant ‘-le’ Flash Cards

-ble  -dle

Blowing bubbles and a candle.
-fle  -gle